12 Wesley Street, South Fremantle

BOHO CHIC RENOVATED HERITAGE HOME
Here’s a golden opportunity to secure yourself this stunningly renovated 2
bedroom, 2 bathrooms double storey limestone home, in the tightly held
suburb of South Fremantle. Built in 1903, sitting in an elevated position, with
beautiful sunrise views to the east and offering classic heritage features,
thick limestone walls to keep you cool in summer and warm in winter, high
ceilings and feature steel and timber windows and doors, combined with an
ultra modern chic boho renovation, there is so much here to fall in love with.
12 Wesley Street sits in an elevated position, perched up high above the
other properties in the street, and right at the front of the lot, leaving plenty
of room for a nice sized rear garden. Entering the home you will pass two
spacious bedrooms with soaring ceilings and a shared brand new en suite
between them.
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Rebekah Vos-Jamieson 0428175643
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FremantleCo

Heading down stairs will bring you to the lounge room, which is full of
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character, it retains the original Metter’s wood burning stove, and features
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exposed limestone wall, beautiful new rustic tiles and steel window
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The kitchen is complete with a newly fitted scullery, offering all the extra
bench space and storage you could need.

